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Are the following statements true or false? CORRECT, if false and justify both true and 
corrected statements in a sentence or two. 10 marks 
1. In general, the quantity of waste generated per capita decreases with increase in per 

capita income. 
2. Waste with high organic content and high moisture content is suitable for incineration. 
3. Collection and generations rates for MSW are always equal. 
4. Separation of different MSW components can be done using physical, chemical and 

biological processes. 
5. The administrative authority in a given area is responsible for all activities related to 

Municipal Solid Waste Management. 

Problems 

1. A municipal corporation wants to set up a solid waste collection system with a budget 
of Rs. 4 crores for the purchase of new vehicles. Three types of vehicles are available: 

Vehicle A has 1 ton capacity, averages 35 kmph, requires a one-person crew, can be 
driven for 18 h/d and costs Rs. 2,80,000. 

Vehicle B has 20 ton capacity, averages 30 kmph, requires a two-person crew, can be 
driven for 18 h/d and costs Rs 13 lakhs. Vehicle B is equivalent to 10 Vehicle A in 
terms of maintenance requirement. 

Vehicle C has 18 ton capacity, averages a speed of 20 kmph, sleeping quarters for the 
driver, requires a two-person crew, can be driven for 21 h/d and and costs Rs 15 lakhs. 
Vehicle C is equivalent to 9 Vehicle A in terms of maintenance requirement. 

The municipal corporation has '150 drivers available each day, maintenance facilities 
can handle no more than 30 vehicle A. Formulate a Simplex problem to determine the 
number and types of vehicles to be purchased, if the objective is to maximize the ton-
kmld capacity of the waste collection fleet? 10 marks 

2. What is breakeven distance? Explain its importance in MSWM in a few sentences (do 
not exceed one page and draw figures to explain). 5 marks 

3. Based on what you have learned, what Solid Waste Management (SWM) practices in 
India are better than those in developed countries, and what can be improved. Explain 
briefly. 5 marks 

4. In general, MSW has inadequate moisture for composting. Optimum moisture content 
for composting is 45 to 60 %. A good strategy for treating wastewater and solid waste 
is to add wastewater treatment plant sludge to MSW to achieve optimum moisture 
content levels (55%). If dry wastewater treatment plant sludge is produced at the rate 
of 0.25 kg/cap-day (dry weight), and MSW is generated at 1.5 kg/cap-day (40% 
moisture content), how much moisture should the sludge have to achieve an optimum 
level of 55% in the mix. 10 marks 

5. Typical composition of MSW in a large urban center in India is given in the table at the 
back: 

a. Calculate the moisture content, density and energy content of the uncompacted 
waste. 
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x2 + / x2 + / . 
(where, k is constant) represents a possible incompressible flow? If so, find the pressure gradient 
\lp assuming a frictionless flow with z-axis vertical. ·· · ·.· · . [4 Marks] 

" 

Q7. Prepare a table to list all the different types of fluid flows based on at least seven fluid flow 
classification criteria. Include the following column headings: ., 
Sl. No. Fluid flow classification criterion fltiid.flow· typesJeg~ivalentterrry inologx, if any) 

[4 Marks] 
Q8. Bonus Question '[No part marking] [10 Marks] 
A stationary nozzle produces a water jet with a speed: of 50 'm/s and a cross-sectional area of 5 
cm2

• The jet strikes a moving block and is deflected 90° relative to the block. The block is sliding 
with a constant speed of25 m/s on a surface with friction; The density of the water is I 000 kg/m3

• 

Find the frictional force F. acting on the block. Solve the problem using two different inertial 

reference frames: (a) th~ mov~ng block and (b)~t~e stat~onary nozzle. . 
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